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Chaos in the Classroom 

Stephen Conlon 
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ISBN: 978-974-615-301-0 

Price: 350 Baht 

 

Discourses have fractal patterns in which utterances are meaningful parts of an 

ecosystem. This ecosystem is the language of the text as much as it is the wider 

language with which a text engages. Any fractal part of a discourse can be seen 

when we do not try to impose traditional forms of order on language or things. 

When we study language as a fractal system in which patterns of meaning occur 

in one discourse or part of a discourse and these patterns recur in other 

discourses, we see new ways in which discourses form larger environments. 

What we start to see is that the traditional ways we have conceived things has 

been distorted and misshaped: too much artificial order imposed on what we do 

distorts and impedes the flow of thought which brings discourses to life.  

Chaos in the Classroom charts the personal ecology of one writer’s mind as he 

has tried to think outside the frameworks of received ideas. The resulting 

picture may be chaotic, but when these essays are read as a whole, there is a 

creative pattern of relationships between the various aspects of the writer’s 

linguistic experience 
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MA-PEMS 
Master of Arts Program in Professional 

English Media Studies 

 

2 years | Thesis and Non- Thesis Option 

 

MA-PEMS graduates can enter careers as journalists, 

publishers, media researchers, media educators, 

communication directors, editors, they can seek creative 

outlets as artists, filmmakers, and designers, or stay in the 

world of academia by pursing PhDs and going on to 

become university professors. 
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Assumption University of Thailand 

 

Graduate School of English 

 

PHD-ELT 

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY PROGRAM IN ENGLISH 

LANGUAGE TEACHING 
 

3 years|By dissertation only 
 

Research interests: 

Classroom Teaching, Multimedia, Child Language Development, 

Globalization, Sociology of Language, Systemic Functional Linguistics, 

Pragmatics, Cognitive Language Studies, Discourse Studies (applied or 

theoretical) 

 

 The Program aims to produce graduates who are: 
 Competent in exercising a full range of research skills 

 Knowledgeable about contemporary development in English Language Teaching in relation to the 
wider academic, business and socio-cultural communities in Asia. 

 Committed t continued professional development in the context of the growth of English in society. 

 Able to integrate his/her research and other contributions into the cultures of his/ her institutions and 
societies 

 Able to critically apply hi/her knowledge and skill in areas of interest, particularly in the Asian context 
to foster the growth of cross cultural dialogues. 

  Effective and skilled communicator in both written and spoken English so as to develop the breadth 
and depth of his/her social identity within the international context of the scholarly community and 
society 

 Equipped to engage in critical thinking and problem solving in academic, social and cultural situation. 

 Ethically sounds like the ways he/ she contributes to the broader discourses of English in the media, 
the creative arts, linguistics or applied linguistics 

 Competent to carry out future research in a variety of fields after graduation to meet current and 
future needs of his/her employers and society. 
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ACSA or ASIAN CULTURAL 

STUDIES ASSOCIATION is an 

international academic 

society under the patronage 

of Assumption University of 

Thailand, devoted to the study 

of Asian arts, cultures and 

societies. 

 

Envisioned as an international research platform, 

ACSA seeks to provide a forum in which a broad 

spectrum of issues in Asian cultures and languages 

can be researched and critically discussed. It seeks 

to offer for interdisciplinary studies and arena for in 

depth exchanges of the cultural dynamics of Asia 

today.  

 

ACSA welcomes all scholars, graduate students 

and interested person in Asian cultures and 

languages. 

 

As a part of its ongoing commitment, ACSA seeks 

to promote original research of Asian scholars 

during its annual international conference and 

trough publications of academic works in Asian 

Journal of Literature, Culture and Society.  

 
For more information please visit ACSA pages on the website of 

Assumption University, Graduate School of English. www.gse.au.edu 
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i
 In “Understanding Thai Nationalism and Ethnic Identity”, an article that influences 

the conceptual framework of this piece, Stithorn Thananitichot (2011) defines a third 

approach to understanding Thainess, that of instrumentalism. However, I prefer to 

think of instrumentalism i.e. the deliberate use of notions of national identity for 

particular social and political ends, as a sub-set of both the primordialist and 

constructivist approaches. 

 
ii

 For some interesting reflections on what has been called “unThai” behavior in the 

fields of political thinking, ethnic identification, sexual relationships and choice of 

beer, see Pravit Rojanaphruk  (2005) 

 
iii

 As my colleague, xxxxxxxx xxxxxx, points out the phrase TIT is a farang 

counterpart to the Thai mai pen rai which translates roughly as “It doesn’t matter”: “In 

a way it's a little bit of Thainess rubbing off on foreigners - a way for foreigners to deal 

with and accept Thai behavior that is at odds with Western cultural mores.  A foreigner 

saying TIT has exactly the attitude of a Thai saying mai pen rai.  Mai pen rai is 

another double edged sword.  It makes for an easy going attitude but can also lead to 

complacency, laziness, and complete stupidity” (Personal communication to the 

author). 

 
iv

 Canadian beauty queen Natalie Glebowa won the Miss Universe competition held in 

Thailand in 2005. “Throughout the contest, Natalie gave a nice traditional Thai 

greeting known as a "Wai" on every appearance which helped her win over Thai 

audiences and judges.” (“Natalie Glebowa”). She increased her popularity and 

honorary Thainess by her later marriage to Thai tennis champion Paradorn Sripachan 

and by her frequent appearances in advertising. In one of these advertisements, she 

cemented her “Thainess” by giving the wai to her parents. Interestingly, Paradorn’s 

previous girlfriend luk kreung singer Tata Young was slammed for being “unThai” 

when she indiscreetly revealed the fact of her relationship with Paradorn (See Pravit 

Rojanaphruk 2005, 7).  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thai_greeting

